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Incident name and number

Glenfir (K51256)

Incident Commander

Glen Burgess

Contact information
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Noelle Kekula
Phone: 250-319-4815
Email: noelle.kekula@gov.bc.ca
Hours: 8:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m. only
Media Contact:
Marla Catherall
Email: marla.catherall@gov.bc.ca
Phone: 250 819-4191
Hours: 8:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m. only
Okanagan Complex Fire Camp

Fire camp
Incident overview

32 hectares in size (estimated)
32 personnel on site (22 BCWS and 11 contract).
Air support, as required. 9 helicopters are assigned to the complex.
This wildfire is classified as under control

Weather forecast

Today: Mainly sunny MAX TEMP: 30° to 34° MIN RH: 15% to 30%
WINDS: NW 20-30 G 45 km/h
CHANCE OF LIGHTNING / DRY LIGHTNING: low

Fire behaviour prediction

Anticipate increased fire behaviour in all fuel types compared to
yesterday where the winds materialize. Expect fire spread to be slope
driven unless terrain is less than 30% slope. If winds are as strong as
forecast then fire can spread across slope now. Fire spread caused by
winds will generally be in a southerly direction.

Challenges

Challenges on this wildfire stem from the large and steep gullies that run
through it that are hard to access. Direct sun exposure and little to no
shade makes the working conditions tough for crews.

Yesterday’s achievements

Yesterday, crews had success on the southeast gully by extinguishing hot
spots in this area.

Today’s objectives

Objectives today include continuing to extinguish hot spots that are
burning in the numerous crevices found in the steep canyons and
establishing better access to these areas.

Out of Control: Describes a wildfire that is not responding (or only responding on a limited basis) to suppression action, such that the perimeter
spread is not being contained.
Being Held: indicated that (with the resources currently committed to the fire ) sufficient suppression action has been taken that the fire is not
likely to spread beyond existing or predetermined boundaries under the prevailing and forecasted conditions.
Under Control: The fire has received sufficient suppression action to ensure no further spread of the fire.
Out: The fire has been extinguished.

For map information if available for download at: https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/data/geographic-dataservices/web-based-mapping/imapbc

